Nissan brown sterling

Sales: Service: Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They were
very responsive. I had decided not to follow up and go to the dealership. Top-Notch Customer
Service. I was contacted promptly and all my questions were addressed to my satisfaction.
Emmy was professional and knowledgeable about the vehicle. I highly recommend this
dealership based on the outstanding service I received. Okay staff I walked outside for about 10
minutes before I went inside, seems as though no one greeted me and said can I help you, one
young man says I'm here to assist. I probably will not visit this dealership again. Quick
response and was awaiting me to contact them but I was on the fence about the color and
decided to get the other car. This dealer is a total joke. Quoted me a price by email, then when I
visited, did a bait and switch and try to tack on all these extra charges and fees leading to a
ridiculously high price. After I walked out, the salesman reached out to try to get me to come
back in saying he had a new price for me. Fool me once shame on you. Fool me twice no way! I
told this dealer to send me the new price by email. To date, no response. Find another dealer,
this one will rip you off. Very pleasing everything was smooth people were honest and I actually
had fun looking for used car check em out. Contacted right away. The vehicle ended up not
having all of the options that we were hoping for. Dealership was good work with though.
Brown's Dulles Nissan. Inventory Sales Reviews New Search. Best deals first. Showing 1 - 15
out of listings Next. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Authorized Nissan Dealer. Other
Nearby Dealers. Our service technicians are highly trained and certified to perform whatever
work you may need on your vehicle. See our full lineup of vehicles and find the one that best fits
you. Sale price includes all applicable Nissan rebates. See dealer for details. When you bring
your vehicle in to Nissan of Alexandria, you can be certain your Nissan is in good hands. With
expertly trained technicians, no one knows your Nissan better than we do. In our experience,
there's no resisting the beautiful craftsmanship of the Nissan models you'll find in our
showroom. If you happen to hail from Alexandria and are in the market for a new or used car,
then you have come to the right place. Because if there's one thing we love more than our
lineup of new and used cars, it's serving customers like you here at Passport Nissan. Serving
the greater Alexandria, Virginia, area, Passport Nissan VA is the one-stop shop for all your
automotive needs. Here, we pride ourselves on putting the customer first, rather than meeting
sales quotas and promoting heavy-handed sales tactics. From our amazingly talented sales
team to our courteous and knowledgeable sales staff, we're here to make sure all your needs
are met with the utmost satisfaction. If you're still on the ropes about giving us a try, here are a
few more reasons to consider Passport Nissan VA for your next automotive venture. Without
your business, we couldn't have grown to become one of the best dealers on the East Coast. To
show our appreciation for your business, we take the time to give something back to the
community that's been so supportive to us. That's why we sponsor several local charities to
curb homelessness, feed the hungry, and provide necessary funding to a variety of
organizations that promote the well-being of our community. We also proudly support Helping
Haitian Angels, which provides aid to underprivileged areas of Haiti. With our constant support,
we're putting these people in better homes and situations so they can flourish and live life to
the fullest. One of the biggest problems many buyers face when it comes to purchasing a car is
securing financing. Not everyone has the capital to purchase a car outright, so our finance team
crunches the numbers to get you in the car of your choice. We even have an online application
to streamline the process. Once you fill it out, our finance staff goes to work to find you the best
interest rate, payment date, and term to fit your schedule and lifestyle. When all's done, you'll
assuredly find a car note that works for you. Hopefully, it also provides happiness and
satisfaction knowing that you get the car you want at the price you can afford. At Passport
Nissan VA, we want to quell the stigma that dealerships charge exorbitant prices for service and
parts. To the contrary, we're one of the most affordable places to get your car fixed, and we
have some of the most qualified technicians in the industry. All our mechanics are
ASE-certified, meaning they know the ins and outs of all Nissan technology, as well as the
engineering of most other mainstream automakers. In addition to their training, all our
mechanics also attend continued education classes, making them more aware of the latest
technology. At the end of the day, you have a staff you can trust to get your car back in working
order as soon as possible. When it comes to purchasing a car, not all dealerships are created
equal. Some have tactics that are a bit unsavory, while others make promises they can't deliver
on. Make sure to give us a try, and you won't leave disappointed. Passport Nissan of Alexandria
is open for sales, services, and parts. Click here to learn more about our touchless services.
Inventory Search. New Used Certified. New Used. Schedule Service Schedule Now. Service Our
service technicians are highly trained and certified to perform whatever work you may need on
your vehicle. Search New Inventory. Search Used Inventory. Our Vehicles See our full lineup of
vehicles and find the one that best fits you. Nissan LEAF. Rogue Sport. Titan XD. Explore All

New Inventory. Disclaimer Sale price includes all applicable Nissan rebates. Learn More.
Passport Nissan Alexandria Visit Our Dealership Today In our experience, there's no resisting
the beautiful craftsmanship of the Nissan models you'll find in our showroom. More About Us
Follow. Sales Hours. Service Hours. Parts Hours. Community Involvement Without your
business, we couldn't have grown to become one of the best dealers on the East Coast.
Top-Notch Financing One of the biggest problems many buyers face when it comes to
purchasing a car is securing financing. Sterling , VA It was one of the worst car buying
experiences ever. Especially after the fact. I went in expecting to get scammed and they did not
disappoint on that. They list their cars on their website with the MSRP and their internet price.
When you go to the dealership, they tell you the internet price is the price. In my case under
12K. Not bad for a brand new car. When I asked the salesman for the out the door price, and
how we reached that number, I was presented a piece of paper with the internet price, the out
the door price and he had hand written the additions to the internet price to reach the out of
door price. This is a very basic vehicle with the only dealer installed options being cheap
carpeted floor mats and trunk mat. Next I was told the price included WV sales tax. That's
expected, WV being my home state. Also expected. Pretty steep, but not totally out of line for a
brand new car. So we agreed on the price. Next we moved on to the finance department. So we
continued. Now I pick up the contract to read it and as soon as I do, in walks another woman
that starts asking me questions. I still don't know who she was. Possibly the finance manager. I
set down the contract, because I can't concentrate on what I'm reading. She leaves the office
and the finance person starts going over the title and registration paperwork. As soon as I pick
up the contract to read it again, here comes this other woman again. Walks in and starts talking
to me again. This happened 4 or 5 times. Everytime as soon as I would pick up the contract to
read it. I didn't realize it at the time, but I believe her job was to distract me from reading the
contract. I was also charged WV sales tax on the final price, when it was supposed to be
included in the final price. I told my insurance company who the lean holder was and insured
the vehicle. That day after I insured the vehicle, I start getting phone calls from a finance
company that I have never heard of, telling me they are financing my new car. I also start getting
phone calls from someone saying they work at the dealership and need to ask me some
questions. The problem with that is, they weren't pronouncing the name of the dealership
correctly. I called the dealership and the sales manager was unavailable, so I spoke with the
finance manager. I was told that the company that called me was indeed the company that
financed the car and that I had to talk to the sales manager about the other phone calls and any
pricing concerns. So far the sales manager, Jad, has not been available or returned any phone
calls over a week later. I did talk to a sales manager, Andrew, who argued with me that the sales
tax and other fees were not included in the price, but he would not review the papers in the
sales folder. Naturally, I was not given copies of about ten papers in that folder and I totally
expect the piece of paper explaining the selling price to disappear from that folder. In the end he
told me that he did not handle the sale and that Jad would have to handle this and would call me
back. I have called aski8ng to talk to Jad several times and he is never available and doesn't
return calls. Finally, after driving the car home, I notice what looks like the paint is pealing on
the edge of the hood and trunk of the car. I check it out and find that it is the plastic from the
manufacturer that has not been fully removed and there are yellow crayon marks inside all of
the door jambs. Very poor attention to detail by the so called new car prep team. April 10, 1
Brown's Dulles Nissan. I don't even want to give this place one start but since it is a
requirement there you go. Let me say I've always gone to a toyota dealership for my cars and
never had a problem. Well Brown's had a toyota pick up truck I thought I would take a look at.
Worked out a deal with the salesman and bought the car. When you buy a used car they have
you fill out a "we owe" slip to indicate what they will be paying to fix on the car. Needless to say
there were a few things broken one part they couldn't fixed told me they called the toyota
dealership down the road chantilly toyota and to take it there then they would work out payment
with them. I did so the toyota dealship took great care of me even gave me a free rental car
since brown's would not pay for one. However I got a phone call stating "babu" the manager at
nissan would not get in touch with them for payment. I had to track down babu and get him to
call the toyota dealership once he did I got a call back from toyota saying they were refusing to
pay to fix anything because they had to bring a check down to toyota rather then have them bill
them. Not my problem. So after a lot of back and forth and calling babu I finally got them to pay
for the stuff on my car. Call me crazy but I don't think I should have to play the middle man for
the brown's dealership. I also loved how any time I called I was given the run around, put on
hold until it got rerouted through and then asked again who I wanted to speak to. Maybe they
are better to buy a nissan from don't know. Oh and 3 days after I bought the car the battery was
completely dead and not due to any negligence of mine leaving the lights on, etc. I had to miss a

half day of work to get the car jump started and driving in to brown's to have them see if there
was a problem with the alternator. Kathleen s. September 29, 1 Brown's Dulles Nissan. During
the whole process of picking out a vehicle, test driving 2 different ones, going through the
financing process and filling out all the paperwork I never once felt rushed, pushed pressured
or uneasy about anything that was going on. I originally dealt with Aaron Spicer, the General
Manager, who coordinated teh whole process. John Omidpanah is the epitome of how a car
salesman should be. Very laid back, not pushy, attentive, a good listener and genuinely a great
guy! I would recommend him to anyone! Patrick Hall, the sales manager, was great as well! He
did everything in his power to make something happen for us and get us where we wanted and
needed to be! Mike, I believe, the Finance guy Quick, detailed and explained everything very
thoroughly. It was an Honor to deal with them all and I look forward to doing it again and would
recommend anyone who wants a new car to head their way! Thank you to all the guys over
there and I appreciate the simplified process and making me feel like a friend instead of just a
number!! January 11, 5 Brown's Dulles Nissan. I am writing this review as I feel cheated by
Nissan. I did some research before buying my new vehicle and I knew what I needed. Any
questions I had for the salesman he wouldn't know a thing about any of the Nissan cars. The
Nissan usa website where I gathered all my information says SL package contains 6 disc in
dash cd changer and heated side mirrors which were missing in my new vehicle, which I
checked the next day after purchasing the vehicle. The mistake that I made was I trusted Nissan
that what ever they say on their website is what the vehicle is equipped with and forgot to pay
attention to the window sticker. When I talked to the dealership they told me that its nothing
they can do and I have to call Nissan, which I did and made them aware of this. After about 5
weeks and calls I received a call saying its not their fault since it is not listed on the window
sticker. I payed the full price of the SL package but didn't receive the full set of options. I feel
being cheated by Nissan and highly recommend everybody not fall for the price at this
dealership and make sure to check each and every item listed on the window sticker before you
buy it. November 29, 1 Brown's Dulles Nissan. This was the second Nissan dealership I visited
in my search for a Xterra. I highly recommend this dealership to anyone. The quality of the
service I received was excellent! They went above and beyond to meet my needs. They did not
have the color Xterra I was looking for and within 24 hours they managed to get it there. They
worked with me on a price that I was comfortable paying and at no time did I feel pressured or
that they were pushy and only worried about a sale. John Omidpanah and Patrick Hall made the
experience very positive in relation to the sale of the vehicle. To top the experience off, Michael
Francella was very helpful when going through the Financing information. He explained
everything to me in a way that helped me understand what it was instead of me sitting there
being confused and overwhelmed by the paperwork. Once again I highly recommend this
dealership to anyone in the market for a car! Tracy R. November 19, 5 Brown's Dulles Nissan.
The Experience was great, as soon as I walked in John Omidpanah came right to me and helped
me right away. I ended up getting a Nissan Maxima with great care. Mr John O. Brought me
Coffee and other delightful things while we were signing. In 3 hours I got my car so quick with
great customer care. Overall Brown's Nissan is great, and if you ever decide to buy a car from
there, ask for Mr. John Omidpanah. John L. June 20, 5 Brown's Dulles Nissan. I have been
shopping for a car for a year and have test driven just about every car I could find. When I
stopped in at Nissan the car salesman was really nice and helped me find a car that I liked.
Without any pushing he walked me through the features and details of the finance specials
available. I then spoke to the finance manager who was wonderful and patient with me. Even
after he gave me a great deal I told him that I wouldn't be purchasing a car that I had only test
driven for 15 minutes. So he let me have the car for the day to drive around and see if I liked it.
At the end of the day I decided to purchase and the rest of the experience was just as great.
Thanks Nissan! Colleen F. April 05, 5 Brown's Dulles Nissan. I recently took my Nissan Xterra to
your shop to get the timing chain replaced. I have to admit, I had my reservations that this was
going to be a smooth transition. I'm sure you have heard horror stories about how people and
their cars are treated at different shops but I have to say that I was pleasantly surprised when I
met James and the rest of the staff at this dealership. To my surprise, James Tipton
remembered what the problem was with my car and that I would need a rental car. Even though
James was helping a different customer he took time to let Terry know that the work was under
warranty and that I would need a rental car. I was even more surprised that within 10 minutes I
was on my way to pick up the rental car and out of the shop. The process was so painless that I
was amazed to have experienced the excellent customer service treatment I was receiving.
James was so professional in his approach and so personable. He made me feel so at ease and
so comfortable and I really think that you are lucky to have someone like James in your team.
As you know, when a person has a bad experience they usually share that experience with

about 10 other people. I will make sure that this great experience is shared with at least 20
people and will definitely recommend James and the rest of your team to anyone looking for a
good shop. My truck is running great and as mentioned before, I couldn't be more satisfied with
the service we got. Thank you so much. Adanise C. April 04, 5 Brown's Dulles Nissan. I recently
purchased a Nissan Maxima from Brown?? It was one of the best experiences I have had when
it comes to car buying. The Sale Representative did an excellent job explaining all of the
features of the vehicle. Additionally, he was not pushy and allowed me to come to my own
opinion about the vehicle after test driving. His manager and the rest of the team were very
professional, courtesy, and customer friendly. Their flawless behavior was instrumental in my
decision to purchase the new vehicle from their dealership. I was able to obtain the vehicle for
the price I wanted to pay and with excellent financing terms. I would definitely recommend
Brown?? Jesse C. March 27, 5 Brown's Dulles Nissan. If customer service and a good price are
important to you, then go to this location. I shopped around at several other locations, and was
passed around and felt like an afterthought. Then I went to Brown?? Patrick Hall spent a lot of
time getting to know us and our needs and we felt very well cared for and that our business was
important to him. He was very upfront with pricing and additional costs that tend to be tacked
on, so that there were no surprises at the end. He worked very hard to get to a price that worked
for us, and a deal that was better than our other quotes. I felt that he didn't just want to lease us
a car but wanted to develop a solid customer relationship with us too. On the lot, our battery
needed a jump and we knew this before taking the car. Although the car was fine the first night,
we encountered issues the next evening. I called Patrick and he quickly got back to me, even
though the office had closed for the evening. He arranged for the car to be brought to and from
the dealership, replaced the battery, and kept it overnight to ensure that there were no other
problems. He went out of his way to take care of us efficiently and quickly without creating any
inconveniences for us, even though the issue didn?? I would absolutely buy a car through him
again! Jordana C. March 26, 5 Brown's Dulles Nissan. Nissan gave me the worst treatment ever,
the sales person was ok, but the manager was down right arrogant and humilated the 3 of us,
showed us the door. We said we needed time to think about the deal and he says he cannot do
business with us and showed us the door. Very bad experience. Never will go there even if they
give me a good deal : Gave a 2 star wudn't recommend sounded better than unsatisfactory!
Madhav N. March 24, 2 Brown's Dulles Nissan. My family has been doing business with Brown's
Nissan for years and we have always had fantastic service and great experiences with them.
The management, sales and service staff at Brown's Sterling Nissan are awesome! They have
always treated us with respect and always go above and beyond to provide us with great buying
and service experiences. I have referred a bunch of folks over to Browns and will continue to do
so in the future. I would recommend these folks to anyone! Devin C. November 16, 5 Brown's
Dulles Nissan. Best car buying experience I've ever had, and I've done this alot! Patrick Hall
sales manager and Claude Bukasa salesman did a great job of making me feel welcome and
excited to get a new vehicle. I knew I was interested in the Altima Coupe and they were able to
make it happen! They gave me a great tour of the vehicle and made sure I knew how to use all
the features! They knew I wanted to lease and had some specific requirements and they were
very willing and patient as they walked me through various numbers scenarios. I never felt
pressured into just signing and they made sure I was comfortable through the entire process.
The paperwork was smooth, nobody tried to sneak anything in. They presented all service
options and help me understand if it was a good investment for me and gave me plenty of
options. Sarah L. November 12, 5 Brown's Dulles Nissan. Last month I purchased a Nissan
Altima from Brown's Sterling Nissan and it was easily the best car buying experience of my life.
My salesman was extremely knowledgeable about the product and when it came time to work
the numbers, the sales manager himself came out to present everything line by line. There were
no hidden fees like at other dealerships and I knew exactly what I was paying before I signed the
purchase order. As far as getting a good deal, Brown's Sterling Nissan's sale price came in well
below what I had been quoted elsewhere. And, as mentioned earlier, all fees were clearly
disclosed before I had to sign a thing. I know where I'm going from now on when I need a new
vehicle! Skip A. September 17, 5 Brown's Dulles Nissan. Update to my buying expereince. I
purchased a Used Nissan quest from Brown's Nissan. I had some issues and took it back and
exchanged it for a Honda Odyssey. I had issues with the Odyssey. I ran into some trouble with
the a used car manager Jerry. I was upset with my expereince so i contacted the GM. The GM
was willing to make the situation right. I had a meeting the New Car Manager Patrick. He was a
very respectfulll and easy to work with salesman. They made me a Fair deal and i left with a New
Quest for my family. I would like to remind everyone that the second exchange was not part of
their policy but part or their commitment to customer satisfaction and that is an honorable trait
for a Auto Sales Company. I would reccomend this company. Todd G. September 17, 4 Brown's

Dulles Nissan. I went to this dealership to purchase the car I had picked out 2 days before. I
waited for and hour and a half only to find out the sales person had run out of gas in the car on
the way to fill it up. Another sales person decided to help me so the deal wouldn't be lost. I
purchased the car after coming to an agreement with the finance manager. I wrote a check for
27K, received a receipt and signed all the paperwork. I decided to pick the car up later, since it
would be a couple of hours to detail it. When i returned that evening the Sales Manager
informed me that the dealership had made a mistake and they thought they wre selling me a
less expensive car, and that if I wanted the car that I had a receipt for I would have to pay more
money. On top of that he refused to give me back my original paperwork. Gloriana F. August 25,
1 Brown's Dulles Nissan. We had settled on the car that we wanted- we just needed to buy it.
The overall experience was excruciatingly painful, annoying, dreadful or whatever synonymous
adjective you prefer until we drove out to Brown?? We started out with the dealership in
Chantilly. We were told never ending details about the amazing deal we were getting from them.
The deal seemed to be too good to be true for them. Not for us though. We had done extensive
research on the vehicle, the options associated with it, and the general price range. The Nissan
Dealership in Chantilly truly believed they were getting us an amazing deal. Any negotiating on
our behalf was?? Not only that, we were not even able to see the actual car until we signed
documents stating that we were going to purchase that car. The deal was that the car was not at
this dealership but at another, and to retrieve the car, they were going to up the price on the car.
I don?? The model of the car we wanted was also unavailable at Brown?? There were some
other places around town we hit up as well. Needless to say, for us, some seemed sub par. We
entered into Brown?? Half the time we were just enjoying the great company our salesman,
John Omidpanah. I though I?? In the end, it was John who made buying the car such a sweet
deal. He was knowledgeable, courteous, honest, and, really, a great person. He had in depth
knowledge of the options and the car in general. Remember, we had done our research on the
car before going into shopping around and negotiating. We heard a lot of?? One guy at a
dealership even tried to persuade us into buying another car by sort of bad mouthing the car we
wanted. He was also very polite and well mannered. He always excused himself when he began
to see that my family and I wanted to discuss deal he was presenting in private. Of course he
offered us the amenities available at the dealership, but he surpassed my expectations of a
chivalrous salesman when he opted to retrieve the car himself from another dealership and thus
cutting down vehicle transfer costs which he assured us we would NOT pay. However, it was
his honesty mixed into his knowledge of the product he was selling that set him apart. He
showed us shortcuts i. Halfway through his explanations, I got this weird feeling that he might
not be trying to make money here. Instead, he got us a great deal. I love my car and I love what I
paid for it. He receives the highest marks from my family and myself. Suliman H. May 26, 5
Brown's Dulles Nissan. They always go above and beyond to make it an enjoyable experience
whether its for a major service or an oil change. Ive been going there for 3 years and will
continue to! February 02, 5 Brown's Dulles Nissan. January 10, 1 Brown's Dulles Nissan. I
recently purchased a Nissan Versa from Sterling Nissan and was pleased with the entire
purchasing experience. As a single, proffessional woman, being treated with respect when
making decisions about a vehicle is important to me. The sales manager, finance manger, and
sales associate collectively listened to what I wanted in a vehicle. They then presented me a
wonderful package that was custom tailored to meet my needs. I also find it important to
mention since purchasing my versa, I have cut my monthly gas bill in half and with my savings I
am able to pay the monthly car payment. I have great gas mileage which is awesome for any
woman on the go, and my payment is still wonderfully affordable, even on tight budget. Erin L.
October 28, 5 Brown's Dulles Nissan. The Parts Dept. The Service Dept. Thank you Brown's
Steling Nissan!!! Monica S. October 14, 2 Brown's Dulles Nissan. I brought my Nissan
Pathfinder into the very conviently located Nissan dealer in ashburn for its 30, mile service and
received the quality of service you expect living in ashburn. Not only was their a paid rental on
site, the car was cleaned when I picked it up. I only spent 15 minutes there and you have to love
that kind of service. Good job guys. Chris W. October 08, 5 Brown's Dulles Nissan. I must say
after buying my car at Nissan in , my car still not only runs good and looks good.. They are
really great with customer service and always take the time to explain anything I may have
questions with. I strongly suggest buying from Browns Sterling Nissan. Elissa T. I was
interesting in buying a new Nissan model so I contacted Brown's in Sterling as it was the
closest dealership to my Home. I was given outstanding customer service. Aaron offered me
tickets to the recent Auto Show before I bought anything. The car buying experience with
Patrick was low pressure and Patrick explained all the options of the new car I wanted to buy.
There was some time between the purchase and final delivery of the car so while I was on
vacation Aaron offered to add any options that I wanted to the car. He had the clear bra put on

for me so that when I picked the car up it was ready to go. The delivery of the car was seamless
and smooth. I seldom like the finance guys but I really liked the person I worked with at
Brown's. He ran a financing scenario for me so that I could understand my options. I felt little
pressure and was able to make a choice that I was comfortable with. I highly recommend this
dealership. I've bought cars from 4 different local dealers and this has been my best buying
experience. September 14, 5 Brown's Dulles Nissan. I wasn?? I'm very particular when it comes
to making purchases. I do a lot of research and take my time to ensure I?? This is especially
true when buying a vehicle. At this point, I already knew the Xterra had received excellent marks
and had read many reviews, which rated it at the top of its class. So I took the next step and
scheduled an appointment. When I arrived, I was greeted by Aaron who had an Xterra ready for
me to test drive. Instead of just passing me over to a sales associate, Aaron thoroughly went
over all the features and options of the vehicle with me. He answered my questions and offered
to go with me on the test drive. The impression I generally have is that most people in upper
management are so focused on how profitable their business is, that they loose touch with their
customers and do not really attempt to understand their customers?? After the test drive, we
reviewed some pricing options for the SE and the Off Road versions. His pricing was surprising
low which confirmed the special they advertised was true and not just a marketing gimmick. I
told Aaron I needed a few days to not only decide on the version and options I would like but
also on weather this was the right decision for me. Aaron completely understood my needs and
did not make me feel pressured to buy immediately. Over the next few days I e-mailed Aaron
with some additional questions which were answered promptly. I finally decided on the Off
Road version in black. Although they did not have it in stock, they were able to find one with the
options I wanted. A few days later, I went to pick up my new Xterra. The vehicle was washed and
very clean. I did notice a little bit of wax left over from the protective wrap covering the inside of
the door but Aaron immediately got some cleaner and wiped it off. The GM personally cleaning
my new car! Needless to say, I was very impressed! Like everyone else, I?? The attention to the
customer shown by Aaron and his staff was amazing. The price I paid was more than fair. In
fact, this is the best deal I?? Although I know I am one of many customers who has bought an
Xterra from Brown?? Hard 2. August 28, 5 Brown's Dulles Nissan. We purchased our Maxima in
and have been extremely satisfied ever since. We went from a great car buying experience to a
great service experience. The staff in service is always accommodating, while providing me with
all the information I need for my routine maintenance and any repairs. I even see my
salesperson in the showroom while waiting for repairs - he remembers me! When we are ready
to purchase our next vehicle, it will be from Sterling Nissan. Terry S. July 30, 5 Brown's Dulles
Nissan. I bought a new Nissan Versa from this dealership yesterday. I arrived in the morning
assuming it would be an all day ordeal. I found the car I wanted and was able to get the price
where I wanted within the first hour. The next thing I knew I was finished with paperwork and
getting ready to jump in the car and drive off of the lot. Over all the whole process only took 2
hours. I have been servicing my wifes Sentra which we traded in there for a few years and
figured although the service dept runs perfectly smooth that buying a car would still be the
normal hassle like at most dealerships. I have to say that the people at this place do not fit the
mold of the stereotypical car people. I definately recommend this place if you are a Nissan
owner or want to be a Nissan owner. Mark S. July 19, 5 Brown's Dulles Nissan. I was on my way
to carmax to buy a car and stopped in to see if they had anything,that was the biggest mistake
I've ever made,,I purchased a car that i thought would be great for my child,but boy was i
wrong,They say the check all cars before they put them on the lot,,but no way was this one
checked. Driving home we realized the window didnt roll down and the the power locks didnt
work I admit they fixed it but they had my car for three weeks,Finally when i got the call to pick it
up ,i show up and they said they locked the keys in the car and i had to wait another day,,they
next day i show up and the same lock didnt work,So finally after buying the car 5 weeks ago i
finally get a chance to give it to my daughter for her birthday a month late. The first day she gets
a chance to drive it to school the transmission went up. So in this 27 point check the windows
,locks and transmission wasnt checked,So they fixed the transmission after trying to sell me a
car that was more expensive.. Finally 7 weeks later my daughter has her car and hopefully we
will have it more than two days. June 28, 1 Brown's Dulles Nissan. My wife and I recently
purchased several Nissans from Sterling Nissan and without a doubt I can safely say that their
professionalism has been unmatched. The sales staff along with the sales managers treated us
with the utmost respect and never once pressured us into making a sale. The finance
department worked with us well past closing one evening to make sure that our payments were
to our liking. All in all, a very pleasant purchasing experience. With regards to service. I have
had all our cars serviced at Sterling Nissan and have had great success with the quality of
workmanship as well as honest opinions as to what needed to be addressed on each car. As a

former member of the Nissan XTerra club I was very confident in sending any local Virginia
business to Sterling Nissan whether it was sales or service related. Devandra W. June 24, 5
Brown's Dulles Nissan. I bought my first Nissan from Browns Sterling Nissan in I had many
problems with the model as it was a known issue with the the brake system. I decided to by a
First, all my CD's were stolen out of my old car while they evaluated the price. After I purchased
my new I went back to find out if someone may have found my cd's. While waiting in the lobby I
noticed that a salesman was going through my new car! Needless to say that all my personal
stuff was in the car including my wallet etc. Aaron, had no words and was unable to tell me why
his sales people have additional keys to cars sold. April 16, 1 Brown's Dulles Nissan. They
target women and treat them as without intelligence. The woman shopping in this case has very
high earnings. The dealer did not get to buyer finances in the looking for a car process..
Apparently,Two "Jamaican"Brown's salesmen dealt with these two women during this whole
process and thought they would gang up on the two women and have fun insulting them.. A test
drive was done with no problems. The whole shopping experience of these two women was
negative at this dealership. Many women make a lot of money. Many are very educated. Many
know more about cars these days than men. None of them deserve to be insulted. This IS And
certainly we are "passing along" our experience at work for as long as the subject of cars
comes up in any future conversation. Donald M. Although I did not purchase my Nissan
Pathfinder from this dealership, I service it there exclusively. Their service prices are very
competitive and their staff is always friendly and helpful. I am also very pleased with the quality
of work their technicians perform every time. I take pride in maintaining my Pathfinder in top
condition and feel Brown's Sterling Nissan truly understands this and is dedicated to providing
quality service. I would highly recommend them to anyone. Nando A. August 06, 5 Brown's
Dulles Nissan. I have followed these guys from Brown's Arlington Nissan to Sterling and have
bought 7 straight cars from the President of this dealership! I have sent between people to them
in the last years and every one bought a car or truck that day. ALSO, I never heard a negative
word from any of them! These guys want your return business and will do everything they can
to get it!! It's nice to have complete satisfaction from a dealership! Kevin H. August 01, 5
Brown's Dulles Nissan. I recently purchased a car from Browns Sterling Nissan. I only have
wonderful things to say about this dealership. The salesmen were friendly, cooperative, and
willing to take me out on many test drives. The financial manager worked with us to find the
best possible rate within our budget; he made us feel comfortable about spending our money
on a good car. The management team even found the exact car we wanted and had it shipped in
right away for us. They gave me every reason to be happy buying from them. I will definitely be
a returning customer for years to come. Great Dealership!!!! Ashlee L. July 31, 5 Brown's Dulles
Nissan. Very friendly staff who helped us find the exact car we wanted from another dealership
to make us happy. Took us on as many test drives as we wanted to make sure we were happy
with the car. This is the fourth car my wife and I have bought from Brown's and their
professionalism and service are the reasons we will continue to buy from them in the future.
Adam L. Carrie Ger, a salesman, said anything to encourage me to make the purchase. She was
quite unprofessional and lied to me about my car being in an accident. PROS: The man at the
finantial department was nice and quite helpful. CONS: Most of the people there are the typical
salesman. Desiray C. July 11, 3 Brown's Dulles Nissan. I'm really, really happy with the car that I
bought here, but it took a ridiculous amount of arm-twisting to make that happen. I knew exactly
what I wanted when I walked in, but that didn't seem to matter. They didn't have the car I wanted
on their lot, and they didn't want to have to bring it down from some other dealership. Rather
than work with me to get it, they tried to talk me into taking one of the cars they already had. I'm
sorry, but if I'm spending that much money on a car, it is most certainly going to be the color I
want! They eventually got the car from another dealership, but I had to do the research on-line
to find where it was. I would head over to Brown's Fairfax Nissan instead. My husband got his
car there and was really happy with the service. Not very nice people to interact with. Pamela A.
November 29, 2 Brown's Dulles Nissan. If you want to purchase a vehicle and get a good deal,
go to Brown's. They have friendly and knowledgable sales staff, who are willing to od just about
anything to make their customer happy. If they can not find a great deal for you on a vehicle you
want, they will work with you to find other options. Admir A. November 10, 4 Brown's Dulles
Nissan. Brown's Sterling Nissan in Sterling, VA treats the needs of each individual customer
with paramount concern. We know that you have high expectations, and as a car dealer we
enjoy the challenge of meeting and exceeding those standards each and every time. Allow us to
demonstrate our commitment to excellence! Login Or Sign Up. Monday: 8am - 9 pm Tuesday:
8am - 9pm Wednesday: 8am - 9pm Thursday: 8am - 9pm Friday: 8am - 9pm Saturday: 8am - 8pm
Sunday: 12pm - 6pm. Write Review Photos Add Photo. Hours M-Sa 9am-8pm, Su 12pm-6pm.
Special Offer Click here to view our inventory. Phones Fax Languages af ar en es fa fr ko ru ur

zh. Reviews 3. Sign in to let us know how Brown's Dulles Nissan was? Recency Popularity. Apr
Was this review helpful to you? Sep Jan Quick, detailed and explained everything very
thoroughly It was an Honor to deal with them all and I look forward to doing it again and would
recommend anyone who wants a new car to head their way! January 11, 5 Brown's Dulles
Nissan Will buy my cars from here from now on!! Nov I feel being cheated by Nissan and highly
recommend everybody not fall for the price at this dealership and make sure to check each and
every item listed on the window sticker before you buy it 1. November 29, 1 Brown's Dulles
Nissan Make sure you are getting what you are paying for. I feel being cheated by Nissan and
highly recommend everybody not fall for the price at this dealership and make sure to check
each and every item listed on the window sticker before you buy it Was this review helpful to
you? November 19, 5 Brown's Dulles Nissan Great dealership to buy from! Jun April 05, 5
Brown's Dulles Nissan Pleasant buying experience! April 04, 5 Brown's Dulles Nissan
Outstanding service. Mar Bottom line - great place to buy a car! Aug May May 26, 5 Brown's
Dulles Nissan Amazing car buying experience! Feb January 10, 1 Brown's Dulles Nissan
appointment process just for a oil change. Oct October 28, 5 Brown's Dulles Nissan Great sales
experience! Jul July 19, 5 Brown's Dulles Nissan Not a typical car dealership. June 28, 1
Brown's Dulles Nissan worst buying experience ever. July 11, 3 Brown's Dulles Nissan
Satisfactory. November 10, 4 Brown's Dulles Nissan Great place to buy a car. Wait, you're the
expert. If you've been to or used Brown's Dulles Nissan, leave a review. It's easy, only takes a
couple of minutes and you'll help thousands make an informed decision. All rights reserved. We
are glad to present you an auto dealer Brown's Sterling Nissan on our site. This inventory
provides highest quality of service and best choice of used automobiles. All used cars are
selected by hand and are thoroughly inspected prior to sale. If you are looking for used cars in
Virginia, then Brown's Sterling Nissan one of those who can help you find what you're looking
for. Knowledgeable and experienced dealership staff will provide you with service of the highest
level. Brown's Sterling Nissan offers you many new and used cars, including such world
famous brands such as. Feel free to contact Brown's Sterling Nissan by phone specified below
or find it on the map and choose what you need personally on the spot:. Your opinion counts!
Be the first to share your experience of this dealership. Something went wrong. Our engineers
are aware of the problem and fix it soon. Sorry for the inconvenience! Feel free to contact us at
support indexusedcars. Sponsored Links. Knowledgeable and experienced dealership staff will
provide you with service of the highest level Brown's Sterling Nissan offers you many new and
used cars, including such world famous brands such as Besides all this on our site you can find
Brown's Sterling Nissan contacts and location. Brown's Sterling Nissan on the Map. Dealership
Reviews. Write a Review. No one yet shared his opinion about Brown's Sterling Nissan Your
opinion counts! Change search parameters and try submitting again. Suite sterling, VA P: Your
overall rating of this dealership click to rate. Title of your review. Your review. Your Name. Your
Email. Next Submit Close. Make All Makes. Models All Models. Year From Any. Year To Any.
Price From Any. Price To Any. Search Clear Search. A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

Plus, we carry a wide variety of branded merchandise to show off your Nissan enthusiasm.
Toggle Navigation. Search Go. Select Your Vehicle. You can edit the name of your vehicle by
clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Se
three way light switch wiring diagram
peugeot 2005
john deere l130 mower deck parts diagram
lect Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Your Cart.
Continue Shopping View Cart. Tabbing past or clicking of this link will close the Cart. Online
only. Restrictions apply. Your Nissan is the finished product of years of fine-tuned engineering.
So preserve its innovative function and design with Genuine Nissan Parts. Select a Category.
Upgrade your Nissan with innovative technology additions. Explore more with the right
accessories for your Nissan. Bring more to your daily drive with interior accessories for your
Nissan. Experience ultimate Nissan performance inspired by the race track. Truck and Towing.
Nissan Merchandise Collection. Featured Parts and Accessories. Cargo Area Cover - Rear.
Genuine Nissan Parts and Accessories. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the
accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these
pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales representative.

